[Wiener spectrum and relative electron density resolution in heavy ion CT based on measurement of residual range distribution].
The relative electron density resolution was discussed by the Wiener spectrum in the heavy ion CT image. The two-dimensional (2D) Wiener spectrum in the CT image was obtained from the one-dimensional (1D) Wiener spectrum of the measured residual range distribution of the water phantom for a single projection angle, and the relative electron density resolution in the CT image was calculated from the 2D Wiener spectrum. To examine the usefulness of this method, the relative electron density resolution was also estimated by other two methods; the calculation using the Wiener spectrum of the reconstructed image of the water phantom, and the estimation by the reconstructed image of the electron density resolution phantom. The result of the first method was similar to those of the other two methods. Therefore, it is useful to estimate the relative electron density resolution by the 1D Wiener spectrum of the measured residual range distribution of the water phantom for a single projection angle.